SBIBAGLOBE INTRODUCES GLOBERACE
GlobeRace is a play-to-earn car racing game where players and participants own parts of the game. Players
can earn by playing the game or by simply owning parts of the game. All own able parts of the game are
in the form of verifiably owned NFTs.
GlobeRace is the first AI/ML integrated car racing game on Shibaglobe ecosystem. Within GlobeRace's
metaverse, players can earn while enjoying various game modes to satisfy the thirst for speed, or make a
profit by owning in-game property. The two main game features are Pure Race and Battle Race. Pure Race
includes two game modes: PvP and PvE. In PvE mode, the players will directly drive and control the car,
whereas in PvP mode the players will customize their strategic statistics and then the AI system will
analyze the result of the race. In terms of Battle Race, the players must upgrade their cars with battle
features such as guns and shields. There will be no time limit or no finish line, the players will continue to
race and attack each other until there is only one survivor left, and that car will become the winner of the
battle race.
The currency of the game is the $Shibaglobe, which will be used for all in-game activities. Players will be
able to race for free and also stake their NFTs depending on the race class.
To race, players buy gas at a gas station and then enter the race. The total of all the gas bought per race
makes up the reward pool. First place wins 50% of the reward pool, second and third place split the second
half of the pool. Winnings are paid out in $ Shibaglobe Tokens.
When entering a race, players are presented with the Race Conditions. With this in mind, players select
from several options that form their Race Strategy to compete in the race. The race then runs
automatically based on the algorithm in the background. Results of the race are determined primarily by
how well each racer's Race Strategy played out, and secondarily by a weighted random algorithm.
GAME PLAY
Playing the game consists of buying a car, buy gas for your car, selecting a race, choosing your race
strategy, and viewing the results. The races happen in the background and are determined primarily by
the racer's strategy, and secondarily by a weighted random algorithm. Cars with higher XP and upgrades
have an advantage, but players with the best Race Strategies have the ultimate advantage. To play racers
you first need to buy a car and need data analysis for race.

BUY GAS
In order to enter a race, you must first buy enough gas. Gas is purchased in virtual gallons, with each gallon
costing about $1 USD. All purchases and winnings in the game are in $Shibaglobe tokens, but costs are
quoted in USD to maximize ease of understanding and to maintain consistent prices. All races are shown
as "1 GAL" or "5 GAL" races. This means that you will need 1 gallon of gas to enter a "1 GAL" race.
SELECTING A RACE
First, make sure that you have a car selected (you will see it in the top navigation bar). To select a car go
to your garage and choose the car you want to race. Races happen on select tracks by Car Class. Now that
you have a car selected, you can choose to view upcoming races by all classes, by your car's eligible races,
or by Shibaglobe. Once you choose a race and click to enter it, you will enter your strategy.
CHOOSE YOUR RACE STRATEGY
At this point you will see the Race Conditions, important information that will inform and influence your
strategy. Race Conditions include weather, track conditions, pit conditions, and fan sentiment. With this
information you will choose your Race Strategy. Components of Race Strategy include: Race Posture,
Engine Strategy, Tires to use, Racing Line, Breaking Technique, and Pit strategy. If your car does not have
the upgraded tires you may have to choose tires that are not optimal for the Race Conditions.
From here the race starts and happens in the background. Depending on how well you have matched a
winning Race Strategy against the Race Conditions, and your level of XP and upgrades, determines
whether or not you win the race.
Over time racers will learn what strategies work best for what conditions. However, racers are cautioned
to think that learning a few strategies will allow them to win every race. There are over 3,000 potential
combinations of Race Conditions and over 1,000 potential combinations of Race Strategies. And the game
will not stay static, as twists and turns will be added to the game over time.

RACE RESULTS

At the conclusion of the race, about five minutes (this is a virtual race after all), the top three winners in
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place are revealed. Also presented is a summary of what happened during the race. You
might find that one of the racers blew a tire, crashed, or slid off the track.
Cars that crash during a race will have to be repaired and will not be able to race for two to six hours.
However, if a car owner is also a Land Baron (owns Shibaglobe Land), their cars are immediately repaired
and will be able to race without waiting for repairs. This is due to the benefit of owning Shibaglobe Land
that results in the best Pit Crews.
When entering a race, players are presented with the weather, track, and race conditions. With this in
mind, players select from several options that makeup their strategy to compete in the race. The race
then happens in the background. Results of the race are determined primarily by how well each racer's
strategy played out and by a weighted random algorithm. Cars with higher XP and upgrades have an
advantage in the race.
FAIR ENTRY STRATEGY
Globerace teams has plenty of experience in the crypto world and especially with NFT projects. We really
enjoy the space but there is one thing we have set out to change, and it is VERY important to us.
The usual path of a project goes like this:
1. Starts out with relatively cheap prices - little exposure
2. Prices rise on the secondary market - more exposure
3. Drops from the project start to get priced higher as the secondary market grows - max exposure
4. New entrants wish to join and play - difficult to do with exorbitant entry prices
This means user bases grow slower than they should as people start to get priced-out (not affordable for
newcomers). Slower growth is not something a long-term minded project wants to have. User base and
community are incredibly important and should not be neglected for long-term success.
Therefore, to improve this problem, we established the Fair Entry Strategy.

GLOBERACE OPPORTUNITY
We believe that games should be affordable to start playing no matter how long a game has been around.
We also value car in all of our drops at approximately the same prices.
Everything about GLOBERACE our team build will give players a fair amount of opportunity.
TOKEN ECONOMICS
Name: GlobeRace token
Symbol: $Shibaglobe
Total supply: 100,000,000,000 Shibaglobe
$Shibaglobe is the native game currency that powers Racers. It allows players to buy game assets, get
rewards for staking, and auction Shibaglobe
The Shibaglobe token is designed and intended to be a utility governance token, the currency inside the
Racers game. As seen above it will be sold to investors.
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TOKEN FLOW
The Shibaglobe token is designed to flow in and out of the game and the community. Players buy the
token in order to play the game and buy game assets. Players also win the token as a reward when they
win races in the game. Eventually, the intention is for all game asset drops to be purchased in GLOBERACE
tokens. This will happen after the token is relatively easy to acquire and sell on a decentralized exchange.
Special attention will be made to ensure the token have as much balance as possible between the inflow
and outflow. The desired outcome here is that there is not more demand to buy the token than to sell it,
or vice versa.
The ecosystem will be designed to have demand to purchase the token in order for it to be used to buy
game assets and upgrades. Rewards in the game can be increased or decreased to change the supply of
the token that is being sold. Players are incentivized to hold the token in order to use it to buy game assets
or upgrades.
Other incentives will be designed to encourage players to hold the token and not sell. The first is a staking
program that rewards players with more tokens for holding tokens for at least week-long periods. The
second is the Council of Racers, a DAO like system that allows holders of the token to influence decisions
made about the game. This allows players to have a say in the future of the game and how it operates.
The larger the amount of tokens held, the larger amount of influence the player has, as one token equals
one vote.
The goal is to build a system that leads to a steady increase in new players coming into the game (Race
Strategy) and incentivizes current players to continue playing the game and interacting in the ecosystem.
The longer a player continues in the game, the higher the value of their game assets becomes,
incentivizing them to continue playing.
Shibaglobe Token (In-game Token)
Name: Shibaglobe Coin Token
Symbol: $Shibaglobe
Earnings: Win a race in PureRace or Battle Race
Shibaglobe UTILITIES:


Upgrade of cars



Renting properties



Buying gas



Bug reporting



Advertisements



Cars form the core asset of the game

Cars are required to play the game. Players have toy cars from the verified GLOBERACE Car Collection on
the Marketplace.
From time to time new cars will be released (or dropped). The first set of cars released is the Genesis
Collection, consisting of 5000 cars. During the drops, a variety of cars in different Car Classes are released.
Car Value
Cars can be bought and sold, and when they are sold, any upgrades that were purchased are also sold
with the car.
Garage
Racers must bring their cars to a Garage to maintenance them after finishing the race. Total proceeds at
all Garage will be pooled together and distributed evenly to all Garage owners!
Benefits of Owning a Garage
1. Designated as a Land Baron in the game.
2. You will own the second rarest asset in the game.
3. Earn $Shibaglobe tokens commission.
4. Customize the name of your Garage
Gas Stations
Gas functions as a sort of entrance fee for races. To enter a race, Racers must stop at a gas station and
buy fuel with $Shibaglobe. Racers buy a number of gallons (GAL) of fuel and then enter races that consume
a specified amount of GAL per race.
Benefits of Owning a Gas Station
1. Designated as a Gas Baron in the game.

2. You will own the rarest asset in the game.
3. Earn Store commission
4. Customize the name of your Gas Station.
MONETIZATION
Our model can be from GLOBERACE's operating activities including:


Transaction fees incurred from in-game market and multi-marketplaces



In-game activities fees



Staking

Fees are applied on the platform for every transaction and the size of the fee depends on the form of
transactions. We would take a small fee from all transactions on the platform: NFT cars sales, races,
deposits, etc.
GROWTH MODEL
User Growth Model Strategy
GlobeRace has great potential as this project holds first-mover advantage: the first car racing game on
shibaglobe platform. Expect the unexpected with this team, we have the capacity to revolutionize the NFT
racing industry with unique AI/ML applications and many other exciting features. Every new Globerace
user increases successful funding for the game developers. Therefore, it is vitally important to attract and
maintain a large user base.
Our growth model strategy is built to systematically and sustainably drive users to the platform.
GLOBERACE also provides various user-oriented profit methods for its user base. Users can earn by owning
assets, advertising, and hosting races, trading cars, staking, participating in the races, etc.
Also, it is important to maintain the existing user base, that is why the platform is planned to be expanded
by adding new gameplay opportunities and NFT assets.
NFT marketplaces
There is a huge potential in cooperation with various NFT marketplaces. That would help the platform
gain exposure and increase the player base. NFT can be sold in the in-game marketplace or any other NFT
marketplace. The owner has complete control of their NFT and token stored in an assigned wallet.

WALLET
You can store your NFTs from your winnings in Globe’s wallet. Our wallet is simple and easy to use. Make
sure to connect your wallet with our own exchange. More and more new checked tokens will be added.
In addition, the staking option is also available with outstanding APY.

